In the past decade, golf has stimulated people's great interest and the number of golf players has increased significantly. Therefore, how to train a golfer to make a perfect swing has attracted extensive research attentions. Among these researches, the most important step is to capture and reconstruct the swing movement in a transportable and non-intrusive way. Restricted by the development of present depth imaging devices, the initial captured swing movement may not be acceptable due to occlusions and mixing up of body parts. In this paper, to restore motion information from self-occlusion and reconstruct 3D golf swing from low resolution data, a Dynamic Bayesian Network (DBN) model based golf swing reconstruction algorithm is proposed to increase the capture accuracy considering the spatial and temporal similarities of swing between different golfers. A Smart Motion Reconstruction system for Golf swing, SMRG, is presented based on the DBN model with a popular depth imaging device, Kinect, as capturing device. Experimental results have proved that the proposed system can achieve comparable reconstruction accuracy to the commercial optical motion caption (OMocap) system and better performance than state of art modification algorithms using depth information.
Introduction
Golf is one of the most developed and popular sports. The number of active golf players is estimated at 50 million and golf course has become the fastest growing development all over the world. However, how to train a golfer to make a proper and accurate golf swing movement is critical to the success of the golf training course [17] . Previously, the training is usually guided by professional golfers, which involves extensive human recourse. In recent years, using standard swing procedures for golf training has become a tendency. A standard (perfect) swing is considered containing many important parameters, such as club head trace [4, 8, 15, 30] , swing plane [11] , hub path [21] , leg movement [9] and even wrist angle [3, 29] . However, to extract these parameters, the key is to accurately capture the swing movement in 3D space.
For this purpose, two types of motion capture (Mocap) systems are mainly applied in recent years [35] : optical Mocap (OMocap) system [7, 16, 20, 32] and wearable micro-sensors based Mocap system (MMocap) [1, 2, 5, 13, 25, 31] . The OMocap systems require attaching reflective markers on golfer's body segment. The positions of the markers are obtained via multiple fixed high-speed cameras around the golfer. The MMocap systems also require placing micro-sensors on golfer's body segments for motion reconstruction. The motion of segments is then acquired by calculating sensor information. Although these two types of Mocap systems have been used successfully in many swing applications, the OMocap system restricts the application environment while the MMocap system requires golfer to wear some extra devices. These limitations are intrusive and make the golfer uncomfortable during the swing movement-not to mention the expensive cost and complicated system formation.
Recently, the development of depth imaging devices shows a tendency of transportable and non-intrusive way to capture golf swing. With low cost and convenient placement, these devices have been increasingly applied to 3D motion capture researches [6, 10, 14, 22, 24, 27] . However, restricted to present technology, the resolution of depth images is barely acceptable and the main challenge is its poor performance due to self-occlusions and mixing up of body parts [27] . To deal with these two issues and make it applicable for the golf swing analysis, some ad-hoc solutions to improve the reconstruction accuracy have been proposed so far. For example, Zhang et al. [33, 34] proposed to capture the 3D skeleton coordination of a golfer while performing swing, and then used serial correlation model to score and recognize grade of golf swing. Lin et al. [12] captured the swing motion and automatically identify the 6 common mistakes on swing motion. Shen et al. [26] tried to tackle the occlusion problem and presented an exemplar-based method to learn and correct the initially estimated poses. Although these methods have made some progress to improve the wrongly recognized swing posture, the challenge is still not very well solved yet due to the ignorance of motion similarity contained in the swing dynamics.
In this paper, a Dynamic Bayesian Network (DBN) model based golf swing reconstruction algorithm is proposed to improve the capture performance of depth imaging devices, and a golf swing capture and reconstruction system (SMRG) is built based on this algorithm. To improve the performance against self-occlusion and gain accurate joints positions from low resolution data, the algorithm integrates the spatial and temporal similarities among joints and their movement dynamics into the DBN model. Although not clearly mentioned in the above studies, their algorithms and the idea Bstandard (perfect) swing^in golf training have all avowed the similarities between swings. Moreover, the similarities exist not only in the same person, but also between different people. They can be divided into two parts: 1) spatial similarity: the relative movements among joints during swing are similar if the swings are performed without external interference; 2) temporal similarity: the swing periods between different golfers maybe different, but the normalized partitions of the four stages (stance, backswing, downswing and follow-through) in their swing are similar. These similarities, if applied properly, can also be used to further improve the accuracy of motion information against self-occlusion and reconstruct 3D golf swing from low resolution depth image sequences. In the proposed DBN model, the spatial similarity is integrated by applying the same model structure (order number and parameters) and the temporal similarity is integrated by normalizing the real swing periods. The model is trained using actual golf swing motion data from different golfers captured by an OMocap system MAT-T [18] . The initial joint positions generated from low resolution depth images are optimized and the reconstruction of golf swing is performed using these optimized joints positions. We have compared our position outputs with a commercial OMocap system MAT-T and two typical depth imaging device based motion reconstruction systems proposed in [27] and [26] . The good performance results have shown that our system can achieve comparable tracking accuracy to the MAT-T system and improves the depth imaging devices' outputs much more than the other two systems.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the DBN model based SMRG system. Experimental results are given in Section 3. Finally, conclusions and future work are provided in Section 4.
Ethics statement
We did not seek approval in this case. The reasons are: 1) Golf swing cannot do any harm to the participants.
2) The swing data were analyzed anonymously.
We have gained personal authorizations of the five participants to use their swing data in our study. The five participants all signed formal informed consents before the swings.
2 SMRG: the DBN model based swing reconstruction system
System framework
The system contains three parts: motion data acquisition, motion data processing and swing reconstruction. The framework of our system is shown in Fig. 1 . As a typical depth imaging device, the Microsoft Kinect has gained full software support and shown some potential to overcome the pitfalls of the traditional Mocap systems [28] . In the first part, a real world swing is captured by Kinect and represented as RGB-D images. The images are then transferred into 
Motion data acquisition
We apply joints positions as motion data to represent golfer's movement. The Kinect generates RGB-D images of golfer and swing scene. In practice, the Kinect is put in front of the golfer with a distance about 2.5 m with a height about 1 m from the ground to make sure the whole swing motion can be captured. The images are then transmitted to computer to acquire motion data. To increase the mobilization of our system, we modify the data transmission mode into wireless. The OpenNI SDK is applied to transfer the Kinect captured images into usable motion data. This SDK is based on Windows Kinect SDK (OpenNI 2.0+) and the joint position observations are provided by its skeleton functions. These functions can generate preliminary joint positions from the RGB-D images.
Motion data processing: the DBN model
The initial joint positions generated from depth images cannot be directly used since the resolution of the depth images is quite low (restricted by present technology) and the problem of self-occlusion is not well solved. A five chains full-body DBN model is proposed to restore accurate joint positions from initial ones. In the model, both the spatial and temporal similarities are integrated. The spatial similarity is integrated by applying the same model structure (order number and parameters) and the temporal similarity is integrated by normalizing the real swing periods.
DBN model structure
We consider the human body as a five chains skeleton model which is shown in Fig. 2 
(left).
Each chain is a set of segments connected by joints. The segments in a chain are considered as rigid bodies. To reconstruct the golf swing accurately, the exact positions of the key joints should be acquired.
In the above golfer model, 15 key joints include: head, neck, torso, left and right shoulders, left and right elbows, left and right hands, left and right hips, left and right knees and left and right feet. These 15 key joints construct a hierarchical structure of a golfer containing the five serial chains, which is shown in Fig. 2 (right) . In the hierarchical structure, the torso joint is considered as the root of all the chains. To construct our DBN model, the positions of joints are focused on one arbitrary chain. It can be derived similarly in other four chains by using the DBN model of the chosen chain.
In the DBN model, 5 symbols are used to represent the states and observations. In the description below, JCS is a coordinate system with one moving joint as the original point (for example, the right hand's relative position is measured in the coordinate system with the right elbow as the original point), and GCS is the coordinate system with one fixed point as the original point.
The relative position of the ith joint in chain in its parent joint's coordinate system (JCS) in time t.
The absolute position of the ith joint in chain in global coordinate system (GCS) in time t.
The position observation (the coordinates given by Kinect and OpenNI SDK) of the ith joint in chain in GCS in time t.
n The order number describing the dynamics of s t i in the whole swing. m The number of joints in the chain.
The exact structure of the DBN model of one chain is shown in Fig. 3 . The static structure of joint chain and the dynamic structure of one joint are shown respectively. During model construction, the dynamics of the relative position of one joint could be first-order or multiorder Markov. The precise order number Bn^is determined through practice.
The purpose of the DBN model is to estimate more precise positions of the joints in GCS during the whole swing, i.e., find the most probable position of X t i by calculating the posterior probability Pr(X t i |Y 1 : t 0 : i ). Based on the structure of the proposed DBN model, a preliminary iteration sequence is raised to solve the estimation problem:
This means reconstructing the swing of the golfer accurately, every joint's position in GCS from every frame should be acquired precisely. According to (1) , the position estimation results should be acquired sequentially, following the chain order in one frame, and in the next frame, the same order should be followed. The position estimation X t i is related to its parent X t i − 1 in the same frame and its relative position s t − 1 i in previous frame. A modified iteration sequence is proposed to estimate every joint position in chain in time t: ). For defining and training simplicity, all these three elements are assumed to follow normal distribution. After definition, the parameters in these three elements can be learned before reconstruction by training previous motion data gained from the same golfer. Spatial relationship According to the human skeleton model, the joints positions are the only elements been discussed. Therefore the states s t i and X t i are both joint positions. The difference between the two kinds of states is that s t i is the position of one joint in its parent's JCS, while X t i is the position in GCS. Apparently, X t i can be gained by integrating s t i and X t i − 1 , according to the chain structure. The spatial relationship between parent and child joints can be written as:
In (3), Q i is the process noise from previous training sets and their ground truths of one golfer.
Likelihood The observation Y t i is generated from state X t i . Since they are all measured in GCS and only have measurement errors, the likelihood can be written as:
In (4), R i is the measurement noise from the OpenNI SDK outputs. Fig. 3 The DBN model of one arbitrary chain of human model, a is the whole structure, b is the static structure and c is the dynamic structure
Temporal relationship For different golfers, the motion of each person's joints should be unique but repeatable if the swing is performed again by the same person. This assumption is taken into consideration to train different motion models of each joint for different golfers. The motion of joints is only considered in their parents' JCS to eliminate the affection of their parent joints and acquire 'pure' motion models. Each joint can acquire a motion model by training previous motion data. Following the normal distribution, the temporal relationship of one joint can be described as:
In (5) Order number selection In practice, 5 golfers were participated in our experiment. Each of them repeated 6 swings. Since the proposed system is based on a multi-order DBN model, a proper order number should be determined beforehand. To evaluate the model performance on all the golfers, the mean value of all golfers' msJE [26] is applied and shown in Fig. 4 . The order number rises from 1 to 8 since every training we have 24 training data. As can be seen in Fig. 4 , the msJE drops first and rises when the order number is above 5. For the purpose of economize training and calculating consumption, apparently, the order number of our model is chosen as 5.
Swing period normalization
A whole swing contains four stages: stance, backswing, downswing and follow-through. We define Bswing period^in our system from the beginning of backswing to a special posture in follow-through which is shown in Fig. 5 . This period is the most activity during the whole swing. Due to different wrist force, gender and other factors, the swing periods of different golfers are mostly different. Normally to reconstruct swings, models should be built and Fig. 4 The variation of msJE with the order of model rises trained for different golfers since the different swing periods. This limits the system generality. Sometimes one does not want to know the exact swing period; in that case, the only thing considered is whether the swing is perfect or not. So the swing period could be normalized in our system to expand the universality for different golfers.
We analyzed the motion of some key joints (hands, elbows and shoulders) from different golfers, which is shown in Fig. 6 . It turns out that they have similar normalized motion Fig. 5 The special posture to end swing period Fig. 6 The motion patterns of 6 key joints of 5 golfers with and without normalization patterns. This similarity is the basis to perform normalization for different golfers. Moreover, the similarity is even the basis to build the DBN model, since only similar motion patterns could be well modeled in most cases. During our model construction, the discrete Kinect captured motion data will be normalized to a constant frame number. We counted the frame numbers Kinect captures when every golfer performs swing. The maximum frame number N max is chosen to be the normalized frame number. The piecewise linear interpolation is applied to make sure every swing period is normalized to N max in our system.
Swing reconstruction
The modified joints positions are applied to reconstruct swing in 3D space. In our system, golfers are drawn as skeleton models shown in Fig. 2 (left) with 4 angles of view. Although not aesthetically beautiful, the skeleton model can provide enough information to a golfer for training. An example frame of skeleton model based swing is shown in Fig. 7 .
3 Experiments and discussion
Setup
The MAT-T system and the RFR algorithm [26] are used to evaluate the reconstruction performance of the SMRG system. The placement of the 6 cameras and the application environment of the MAT-T system are shown in Fig. 8 .
5 golfers (4 males and 1 female) were participated in our experiment. Each of them repeated 6 swings (including stance, backswing, downswing and follow-through). During the experiment, all 5 golfers' swing data are used as testing set by turns, i.e., 4 golfers' swing data are used as training set while the other is testing set, then the testing set turns to training set and chose another golfer's data as testing set. This ensures every swing of every golfer can have a corresponding reconstruction result. The two systems (i.e., 6 cameras MAT-T system and Kinect) capture the swing synchronously. The sampling rate of the cameras from MAT-T system is 180Hz, while the Kinect is 30Hz. After the training step, our system can perform an online modification with about 18 frames per second. To illustrate the feasibility of our system, the joints and body segments which have the most severe movements or rotations were chosen for comparison. In our implementation, we chose the hands positions to evaluate the performance. The shoulder width (SW) and arms lengths (left upper arm (LU), left lower arm (LL), right upper arm (RU) and right lower arm (RL)) were also taken into consideration.
The length of above 5 segments can be acquired indirectly by calculating the segment length between two relational joints. Comparing with outputs of MAT-T system, the error ratio e between our outputs and MAT-T system outputs is used as a criterion:
In (6), L is the segment length from MAT-T system, whileL is the one from our system. Similar to the segment length comparison, the joint position difference between two kinds of outputs is applied. To evaluate the difference, as mentioned in [26] , the mean value of the sum of joint errors (msJE) is calculated.
In (7), X t i is the position of joint i in time t from MAT-T, and X i t ∼ is from our system. T represents the swing period, which equals the normalized frame number N max Kinect captured during the whole swing. As mentioned above, the msJE is applied as criterion. Because the number of the selected joints is different in three systems (15 in ours and 20 in the other two), a more precise value, the mean value of msJE (mmsJE) is also applied.
In (8), N is the number of joints used to represent golfer, in our system N=15 while in the other two systems N=20. 
Comparison with the MAT-T
We randomly chose one from each golfer's reconstruction results to perform the comparison. The hand position outputs of 5 golfers of our system and the MAT-T system are shown in Fig. 9 , respectively. Because the joint moves in 3D space, the three components (x, y and depth) of positions are shown respectively.
In Fig. 9 , the outputs of two kinds of results only have slightly difference. In general, our algorithm's performance is comparable with MAT-T in acquiring joints' positions. However, the cost of a Kinect is much cheaper than any existing commercial OMocap, including the MAT-T system. The main difference of two kinds of outputs is in depth component. The difference is a bit notable in follow-through stage. Although the DBN model improves the original Kinect outputs, the original hands' depth outputs are very unstable when severe occlusion and rapid movement occurs. These outputs will definitely affect the performance of the model.
The comparison results of 5 mentioned segments are listed in Table 1 . The results are all mean values through the whole swing procedure.
Compared with the MAT-T system, the outputs of our system do have certain errors. Moreover, some segment's errors are significant (larger than 10 %). However, these errors are not always mean bad performance. In the whole swing procedure, the skins of shoulders move more severely than any other body segments, because the shoulder joints rotate the most rapidly. Markers may change their position relative to their corresponding body segments due to skin movement [19] . If the shoulder markers change positions, the outputs of the MAT-T system will fluctuate, this may cause the difference. To demonstrate this, the SWs of the five golfers are shown in Fig. 10 . The results are gained by our system, the MAT-T system and original Kinect output respectively.
In normal condition, the SW of each golfer should keep constant during swing, because the body segments are considered rigidly. In Fig. 10 , the SWs of the MAT-T system are not constant. The main reason is that the shoulder markers have changed their position due to severe skin movements. The original Kinect outputs vary more severely due to the occlusion of shoulder joints. With the help of the DBN model, the outputs of our system show more robustness than the other two kinds of results.
There are some differences between the outputs of our system and the MAT-T system, but the feasibility of our algorithm is unquestionable. With the development of better capture device (better than Kinect but not as expensive as the MAT-T), it is no doubt that the performance will be better. 
Comparison with other depth imaging device based reconstruction systems
In order to prove the superiority of our system to the state of art Kinect based motion reconstruction systems, the RFR system in [26] and the system mentioned in [27] are chosen. The reasons why these two systems are chosen as our opponents are a) though the rotation of golfer is limited, the test motion of RFR is golf swing and b) the test motions in [27] include self-occluded motions and golf swing is undoubtedly a self-occluded motion. The two groups of values are listed in Table 2 . The comparison shows that all the three systems can improve the Kinect performance, but our system performs much better.
By comparing the outputs of our system, the MAT-T system and two other Kinect-based systems, it can be found that our system works well with high robustness against severe joint occlusion and improves the Kinect performance. The outputs are comparable with the MAT-T system which illustrates the feasibility and effectiveness of the proposed algorithm and the system. The comparisons between our system and the two Kinect-based systems show that the mmsJEs of our outputs are much lower than the ones of the two other systems. Moreover, our Fig. 10 The shoulder widths of five golfers during whole swing training and testing sets are all real golf swings which are more complicated than the ones in [27] and without any limitation.
Conclusion and future work
A five chains full-body DBN model is proposed based on the spatial and temporal similarities of different golfers. A transportable, non-intrusive and inexpensive golf swing reconstruction system (SMRG) is built based on the DBN model. The experiments have shown that the system can reconstruct the golf swing with good quality. Although there are slight differences, compared with the MAT-T system, the reconstruction accuracy will increase with the development of depth imaging devices.
Our future work will be to incorporate more key joints (wrist and spine) or the club head movement into the system and analysis of kinematic parameters generated from the system. Reconstruction and analysis of other regular motions using depth imaging devices with our DBN model is also under consideration.
